







































Leaf Role a Leaf r a is a node with Role r and content a (usually
String, F or Formula) and with no dependencies in other
nodes.






Eq a => Eq (ProofTreeGen a)  
Ord a => Ord (ProofTreeGen a)  
Show a => Show (ProofTreeGen a)  
type ProofTree = ProofTreeGen String
Concrete instance of ProofTreeGen with String as contents. Each node contains the name of a
corresponding formula, along with its dependencies.
type ProofMap = Map String F
Map from formula names to an F formula type, useful to get more information from a node in a
ProofTree.


























































































BinOp Formula BinOp Formula Binary connective application
InfixPred Term InfixPred Term Infix predicate application
PredApp AtomicWord [Term] Predicate application

























>>> let f1 = PredApp (AtomicWord "a") [] 
>>> let f2 = PredApp (AtomicWord "b") [] 






a ∧ b 
>>> [f1,f2,f3] 
{ a b : Set} → a → b → a ∧ b 
Some syntax sugar is also present






























































Inference Rule [Info] [Parent]  
Introduced IntroType [Info]  
File String (Maybe String)  
Theory Theory [Info]  



































freeVarsF :: Formula -> Set V
freeVarsF f, returns a Set of all free variables of f.
freeVarsT :: Term -> Set V
freeVarsT t, returns a Set of all free variables of t.































Function String [GTerm]  


























































GFormulaData String Formula  


























  $ cat problem.tstp 
  fof(a1,axiom,a). 
  fof(a2,conjecture,a). 
and the corresponding Metis proof
  $ cat proof.tstp 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  SZS status Theorem for examplesproblemTest-1.tstp 
  SZS output start CNFRefutation for examplesproblemTest-1.tstp 
  fof(a1, axiom, (a)). 
  fof(a2, conjecture, (a)). 
  fof(subgoal_0, plain, (a), inference(strip, [], [a2])). 
  fof(negate_0_0, plain, (~ a), inference(negate, [], [subgoal_0])). 
  fof(normalize_0_0, plain, (~ a), 
      inference(canonicalize, [], [negate_0_0])). 
  fof(normalize_0_1, plain, (a), inference(canonicalize, [], [a1])). 
  fof(normalize_0_2, plain, ($false), 
      inference(simplify, [], [normalize_0_0, normalize_0_1])). 
  cnf(refute_0_0, plain, ($false), 
      inference(canonicalize, [], [normalize_0_2])). 
  SZS output end CNFRefutation for examplesproblemTest-1.tstp 
we create some requiered data structures
main ∷ IO () 
main = do 
  -- read the file 
  formulas ← parseFile "proof.tstp" 
  -- create a map 
  proofmap ← buildProofMap formulas 
  -- get subgoals,refutes,axioms, and the conjecture 
  let subgoals    = getSubGoals formulas 
  let refutes     = getRefutes formulas 
  let axioms      = getAxioms formulas 
  let (Just conj) = getConjeture formulas 
  -- build a proofTree for each subgoal (using his associated refute) 
  let prooftree = map (buildProofTree proofmap) refutes 
and then print the actual Agda code
  -- PREAMBLE: module definitions and imports 
  printPreamble "BaseProof" 
  -- STEP 1: Print auxiliary functions 
  printAuxSignatures proofmap prooftree 
  -- STEP 2: Subgoal handling 
  printSubGoals subgoals conj "goals" 
  -- STEP 3: Print main function signature 
  printProofBody axioms conj "proof" subgoals "goals" 
  -- STEP 4: Print all the step of the proof as local definitions 




  printSubGoals subgoals conj "goals" 
  -- STEP 3: Print main function signature 
  printProofBody axioms conj "proof" subgoals "goals" 
  -- STEP 4: Print all the step of the proof as local definitions 
  mapM_ (printProofWhere proofmap  prooftree 
and then get
  module BaseProof where 
  open import Data.FOL.Shallow 
  postulate fun-normalize-0-0 : { a : Set} → ¬ a → ¬ a 
  postulate fun-normalize-0-1 : { a : Set} → a → a 
  postulate fun-normalize-0-2 : { a : Set} → ¬ a → a → ⊥ 
  postulate fun-refute-0-0 :  ⊥ → ⊥ 
  postulate goals : { a : Set} → a → a 
  proof : { a : Set} → a → a 
  proof {a} a1 = goals subgoal-0 
    where 
      fun-negate-0-0 : ¬ a → ⊥ 
      fun-negate-0-0 negate-0-0 = refute-0-0 
        where 
          normalize-0-0 = fun-normalize-0-0 negate-0-0 
          normalize-0-1 = fun-normalize-0-1 a1 
          normalize-0-2 = fun-normalize-0-2 normalize-0-0 normalize-0-1 
          refute-0-0 = fun-refute-0-0 normalize-0-2 
      subgoal-0 = proofByContradiction fun-negate-0-0 
Getters
getSubGoals :: [F] -> [F]
Extract subgoals from a list of formulae.
getRefutes :: [F] -> [F]
Extract refuting steps from a list of formulae.
getAxioms :: [F] -> [F]
Extract axioms from a list of formulae.


















-> IO ()  
Print the main subgoal implication function







-> IO ()  
Print main proof type signature, and top level LHS ans RHS of the form
  proofName : axiom₀ → ... → axiomₙ → conjecture 
  proofName axiomName₀ ... axiomNameₙ = subGoalImplName subgoal₀ ... subgoalₙ 
    where 
printProofWhere :: ProofMap -> ProofTree -> IO ()
For a given subgoal print each formula definition in reverse order of dependencies
      negation₀ : ¬ τ₀ → ⊥ 
      negation₀ negate₀ = refute₀ 
        where 
          step₀_ᵢ = fun-step₀_ᵢ step₀_ᵢ₁ .. step₀_ᵢ  ⱼ
          ... 
          step₀_₀ = fun-step₀_₀ step₀_₀₁ .. step₀_₀ₖ 
      subgoal₀ = proofByContradiction negation₀ 
      ... 
      negationₙ : ¬ τₙ → ⊥ 
      negationₙ negateₙ = refuteₙ 
        where 
          stepₙ _ₜ = fun-stepₙ _ₜ stepₙ__ₜ₁ .. stepₙ _ₜ  ₒ
          ... 
          stepₙ_₀ = fun-stepₙ_₀ stepₙ_₀₁ .. stepₙ_₀ᵤ 























Signature String [Formula] Regular top level signature






buildSignature :: ProofMap -> String -> Maybe AgdaSignature
Given a proof map ω and some formula name φ, construct the appropriated AgdaSignature based on
the parents of φ








parse :: String -> [F]
Parse a TSTP file and return a list of F formulas in no particular order, for example:
  $ cat examples/proof/Basic-1.tstp 
  fof(a1, axiom, (a)). 
  fof(a2, axiom, (b)). 
  fof(a3, axiom, ((a & b) => z)). 
  ... 
would be:
  [ 
    F {name = "a1", role = Axiom, formula = a, source = NoSource}, 
    F {name = "a2", role = Axiom, formula = b, source = NoSource}, 
    F {name = "a3", role = Axiom, formula = ( a ∧ b → z ), source = NoSource}, 
    ... 
  ] 

















class BShow a where
BShow fixes Show String instance behavior length "foo" ≠ length (show "foo") with two new instances
(and overlapped) instances for String and Show a.
Methods




Show a => BShow a  
Printing with indentation
printInd :: Show a => Int -> a -> IO ()
printInd i b, prints a with b level of indentation i.
putStrLnInd :: Int -> String -> IO ()
printInd i str, prints a with str level of indentation i.
List manipulation
unique :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
Removes duplicate elements of a list.
swapPrefix










agdafy :: String -> String
Metis identifiers usually contain _ characters which are invalid in Agda, agdafy replaces normalize_0_0 with
normalize-0-0. This is mostly used inside the Happy parser every time an AtomicWord is created.
stdout2file :: Maybe FilePath -> IO ()
Redirect all stdout output into a file or do nothing (in case of Nothing)
checkIdScope :: Int -> String -> Set (Int, String) -> Bool
checkIdScope i t s check if any name in s has a more general scope than t with level i
Produced by Haddock version 2.16.0
